We present an integrated approach to structure and parameter estimation in latent tree graphical models, where some nodes are hidden. Our overall approach follows a "divide-and-conquer" strategy that learns models over small groups of variables and iteratively merges into a global solution. The structure learning involves combinatorial operations such as minimum spanning tree construction and local recursive grouping; the parameter learning is based on the method of moments and on tensor decompositions. Our method is guaranteed to correctly recover the unknown tree structure and the model parameters with low sample complexity for the class of linear multivariate latent tree models which includes discrete and Gaussian distributions, and Gaussian mixtures. Our bulk asynchronous parallel algorithm is implemented in parallel using the OpenMP framework and scales logarithmically with the number of variables and linearly with dimensionality of each variable. Our experiments confirm a high degree of efficiency and accuracy on large datasets of electronic health records. The proposed algorithm also generates intuitive and clinically meaningful disease hierarchies.
Introduction
Latent tree graphical models are a popular class of latent variable models, where a probability distribution involving observed and hidden variables are Markovian on a tree. Due to the fact that structure of (observable and hidden) variable interactions are approximated as a tree, inference on latent trees can be carried out exactly through a simple belief propagation [Pea88] . Therefore, latent tree graphical models present a good trade-off between model accuracy and computational complexity. They are applicable in many domains, where it is natural to expect hierarchical or sequential relationships among the variables (through a hidden-Markov model). For instance, latent tree models have been employed for phylogenetic reconstruction [DEKM99] , object recognition [CTW12a, CTW12b] and human pose estimation [WL13] . In this paper, we use latent tree model for discovering a hierarchy among diseases based on comorbidities exhibited in patients' health records, i.e. co-occurrences of diseases in patients. In particular, two large healthcare datasets of 30K and 1.6M patients are used to build the latent disease trees, where clinically meaningful disease clusters are identified as shown in fig 3 and 4 .
The task of learning a latent tree models consists of two parts: learning the tree structure, and learning the parameters of the tree. There exist many challenges which prohibit efficient or guaranteed learning of the latent tree graphical model, which will be addressed in this paper:
1. The location and the number of latent variables are hidden and the marginalized graph over the observable variables no longer conforms to a tree structure. 2. Structure learning algorithms are typically of computational complexity polynomial with p (number of variables) as discussed in [ACH + 11, CTAW11]. These methods are serial in nature and therefore are not scalable for large p. 3. Parameter estimation in latent tree models is typically carried out through Expectation Maximization (EM) or other local search heuristics [CTAW11] . These methods have no consistency guarantees, suffer from the problem of local optima and are not easily parallelizable . 4. Typically structure learning and parameter estimation are treated sequentially, not together.
Latent Tree Graphical Model Preliminaries
We denote [n] := {1, . . . , n}. Let T := (V, E) denote an undirected tree with vertex set V and edge set E. The neighborhood of a node v i , nbd(v i ), is the set of nodes to which v i is directly connected on the tree. Leaves which have a common neighboring node are known as siblings, and the common node is referred to as their parent. Let N denote the number of samples. An example of latent tree is depicted in Figure 1 (a).
There are two types of variables on the nodes, namely, the observable variables, denoted by X := {x 1 , . . . , x p } (p := |X |), and hidden variables, denoted by H := {h 1 , . . . , h m } (m := |H|). Let Y := X ∪ H denote the complete set of variables and let y i denote the random variable at node v i ∈ V, and similarly let y A denote the set of random variables in set A.
A graphical model is defined as follows: given the neighborhood nbd(v i ) of any node v i ∈ V, the variable y i is conditionally independent of the rest of the variables in V, i.e., y i ⊥ ⊥ y j |y nbd(vi) , ∀v j ∈ V\ {v i ∪ nbd(v i )}.
Linear Models:
We consider the class of linear latent tree models. The observed variables x i are random vectors of length d i , i.e., x i ∈ R di , ∀i ∈ [p] while the latent nodes are k-state categorical variables, i.e., h i ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e k }, where e j ∈ R k is the j th standard basis vector. Although d i can vary across variables, we use d for notation simplicity. In other words, for notation simplicity, x i ∈ R d , ∀i ∈ [p] is equivalent to x i ∈ R di , ∀i ∈ [p]. For any variable y i with neighboring hidden variable h j , we assume a linear relationship:
where transition matrix A yi| hj ∈ R d×k is assumed to have full column rank, ∀y i , h j ∈ V. This implies that k ≤ d, which is natural if we want to enforce a parsimonious model for fitting the observed data.
For a pair of (observed or hidden) variables y a and y b , consider the pairwise correlation matrix E y a y ⊤ b where the expectation is over samples. Since our model assumes that two observable variables interact through at least a hidden variable, we have
3 Overview of Approach The overall approach is depicted in Figure 1 , where (a) and (b) show the data preprocessing step, (c) -(e) illustrate the divide-and-conquer step for structure and parameter learning.
More specifically, we start with the parallel computation of pairwise multivariate information distances. Information distance roughly measures the extent of correlation between different pairs of observed variables and requires SVD computations in step (a). Then in step (b) a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is constructed over observable variables in parallel [BC06] using the multivariate information distance. The local groups are also obtained through MST so that they are available for the structure and parameter learning step that follows.
The structure and parameter learning is done jointly through a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Step-(c) illustrates the divide step (or local learning), where local structure and parameter estimation is performed. It also performs the local merge to obtain group level structure and parameter estimates. After the local structure and parameter learning is finished within the groups, we perform merge operations among groups, again guided by the Minimum Spanning Tree structure. For the structure estimation it consists of a union operation of sub-trees; for the parameter estimation, it consists of linear algebraic operations. Since our method is unsupervised, an alignment procedure of the hidden states is carried out which finalizes the global estimates of the tree structure and the parameters.
Structure Learning
Structure learning in graphical models involves finding the underlying Markov graph, given the observed samples. For latent tree models, structure can be estimated via distance based methods. This involves computing certain information distances between any pair of observed variables, and then finding a tree which fits the computed distances.
Multivariate information distances: We propose an additive distance for multivariate linear latent tree models. For a pair of (observed or hidden) variables y a and y b , consider the pairwise correlation matrix E y a y ⊤ b (the expectation is over samples). Note that its rank is k, dimension of the hidden variables. 
where {σ 1 (·), . . . , σ k (·)} are the top k singular values.
Note that definition 4.1 suggests that this multivariate information distance allows heterogeneous settings where the dimensions of y a and y b are different (and ≥ k).
For latent tree models, we can find information distances which are provably additive on the underlying tree in expectation, i.e. the expected distance between any two nodes in the tree is the sum of distances along the path between them. Mic12] . We now form groups of observed variables over which we carry out learning independently, without any coordination. These groups are obtained by the (closed) neigborhoods in the MST, i.e. an internal node and its one-hop neighbors form a group. The corresponding internal node is referred to as the group leader. See Figure 1 
Lemma 4.2. The multivariate information distance is additive on the tree
T , i.e., dist(v a , v c ) = dist(v a , v b ) + dist(v b , v c ),
(b).
Local recursive grouping (LRG): Once the groups are constructed via neighborhoods of MST, we construct a sub-tree with hidden variables in each group (in parallel) using the recursive grouping introduced in [CTAW11] . The recursive grouping uses the multivariate information distances and decides the locations and numbers of hidden nodes. It proceeds by deciding which nodes are siblings, which proceeds as follows: consider two observed nodes v i , v j which are siblings on the tree with a common parent v l , and consider any other observed node v a . From additivity of the (expected) information distances, we have dist
, which is independent of node v a . Thus, comparing the quantity Φ(v i , v j ; v a ) for different nodes v a allows us to conclude that v i and v j are siblings. Once the siblings are inferred, the hidden nodes are introduced, and the same procedure repeats to construct the higher layers. Note that whenever we introduce a new hidden node h new as a parent, we need to estimate multivariate information distance between h new and nodes in active set Ω. This is discussed in [CTAW11] with details.
We will describe the LRG in details with integrated parameters estimation in Procudure 1 in Section 6. In the end, we obtain a sub-tree over the local group of variables. After this local recursive grouping test, we store the neighborhood relationship for the leader v i using an adjacency list N i . We call the resultant local structure as latent sub-tree.
Parameter Estimation
Along with the structure learning, we adopt a moment-based spectral learning technique for parameter estimation. This is a guaranteed and fast approach to recover parameters via moment matching for third order moments of the observed data. In contrast, traditional approaches such as Expectation Maximization (EM) suffer from spurious local optima and cannot provably recover the parameters.
A latent tree with three leaves: We first consider an example of three observable leaves x 1 , x 2 , x 3 (i.e., a triplet) with a common hidden parent h. We then clarify how this can be generalized to learn the parameters of the latent tree model. Let ⊗ denote for the tensor product. For example, if x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∈ R d , we have x 1 ⊗ x 2 ⊗ x 3 ∈ R d×d×d . Property 5.1 (Tensor decomposition for triplets). For a linear latent tree model with three observed nodes v 1 , v 2 , v 3 with joint hidden node h, we have
where Tensor decomposition for learning latent tree models: We employ the above approach for learning latent tree model parameters as follows: for every triplet of variables y a , y b , and y c (hidden or observed), we consider the hidden variable h i which is the joining point of y a , y b and y c on the tree. They form a triplet model, for which we employ the tensor decomposition procedure. However, it is wasteful to do it over all the triplets in the latent tree.
In the next section, we demonstrate how we efficiently estimate the parameters as we learn the structure, and minimize the tensor decompositions required for estimation. Issues such as alignment of hidden labels across different decompositions will also be addressed.
Integrated Struct. and Param. Estimation
So far, we described high-level procedures of structure estimation through local recursive grouping (LRG) and parameter estimation through tensor decomposition over triplets of variables, respectively. We now describe an integrated and efficient approach which brings all these ingredients together. In addition, we provide merging steps to obtain a global model, using the sub-trees and parameters learnt over local groups.
Local recursive grouping with tensor decomp.
Next we present an integrated procedure where the parameter estimation goes hand-in-hand with structure estimation. Intuitively, we find efficient groups of triplets to carry out tensor decomposition simultaneously, as we estimate the structure through recursive grouping. In recursive grouping, pairs of nodes are recursively grouped as siblings or as parent-child. As this process continues, we carry out tensor decompositions whenever there are siblings present as triplets. If there are only a pair of siblings, we find an observed node with closest distance to the pair. Once the tensor decompositions are carried out on the observed nodes, we proceed to structure and parameter estimation of the added hidden variables. The samples of the hidden variables can be obtained via the posterior distribution, which is learnt earlier through tensor decomposition. This allows us to predict information distances and third order moments among the hidden variables as process continues. The full algorithm is given in Procedure 1.
Procedure 1 LRG with Parameter Estimation
Input: for each v i ∈ X int , active set Ω := nbd[v i ; MST]. Output: for each v i ∈ X int , local sub-tree adjacency matrix N i , and
v a is a leaf node and v b is its parent,
Eliminate v a from Ω.
v a and v b are siblings,eliminate v a and v b from Ω, add h new to Ω.
9:
Introduce new hidden node h new as parent of v a and v b . find v c = arg min vc∈Ω dist(v a , v c ).
14:
Estimate empirical third order moments E(y a ⊗ y b ⊗ y c )
15:
Decompose E(y a ⊗ y b ⊗ y c ) to get Pr[h new ] and E(y r |h new ), ∀r = {a, b, c}.
The divide-and-conquer local spectral parameter estimation is superior compared to popular EM-based method [CTAW11] , which is slow and prone to local optima. More importantly, EM can only be applied on a stable structure since it is a global update procedure. Our proposed spectral learning method, in contrast, is applied locally over small groups of variables, and is a guaranteed learning with sufficient number of samples [AGH + 12]. Moreover, since we integrate structure and parameter learning, we avoid recomputing the same quantities, e.g. SVD computations are required both for structure estimation (for computing distances) and parameter estimation (for whitening the tensor). Combining these operations results in huge computational savings (see Section 7 for the exact computational complexity of our method).
Procedure 2 Merging and Alignment Correction (MAC)
Input: Latent sub-trees N i for all internal nodes i. Output: Global latent tree T structure and parameters. Perform alignment correction as described in Procedure 3.
Merging and Alignment Correction
We have so far learnt sub-trees and parameters over local groups of variables, where the groups are determined by the neighborhoods of the MST. The challenge now is to combine them to obtain a globally consistent estimate. There are non-trivial obstacles to achieving this: first, the constructed local sub-trees span overlapping groups of observed nodes, and possess conflicting paths. Second, local parameters need to be re-aligned as we merge the subtrees to obtain globally consistent estimates due to the nature of unsupervised learning. To be precise, different tensor decompositions lead to permutation of the hidden labels (i.e. columns of the transition matrices) across triplets. Thus, we need to find the permutation matrix correcting the alignment of hidden states of the transition matrices, so as to guarantee global consistency.
Structure Union: We now describe the procedure to merge the local structures. We merge them in pairs to obtain the final global latent tree. Recall that N i denotes a sub-tree constructed locally over a group, whose leader is node v i . Consider a pair of subtrees N i and N j , whose group leaders v i and v j are neighbors on the MST. Since v i and v j are neighbors, both the sub-trees contain them, and have different paths between them (with hidden variables added). Moreover, note that this is the only conflicting path in the two subtrees. We now describe how we can resolve this: in N i , let h 
Then the union path is formed as follows:
In other words, we retain the immediate hidden neighbor of each group leader, and break the paths on the other end. For example in Figure 1(d1,d2) , we have the path v 3 − h 1 − v 5 in N 3 and path v 3 − h 3 − h 2 − v 5 in N 5 . The resulting path is v 3 − h 1 − h 3 − h 2 − v 5 , as see in Figure 1 (e). After the union of the conflicting paths, the other nodes are attached to the resultant latent tree. We present the pseudo code in Procedure 2 in Appendix E. 
Align Trip(y i , y j , R l ); Parameter Alignment Correction: As mentioned before, our parameter estimation is unsupervised, and therefore, columns of the estimated transition matrices may be permuted for different triplets over which tensor decomposition is carried out. Note that the parameter estimation within the triplet is automatically acquired through the tensor decomposition technique, so that the alignment issue only arises across triplets. We refer to this as the alignment issue and it is required at various levels.
There are two types of triplets, namely, in-group and out-group triplets. A triplet of nodes Trip(y i , y j , y l ) is said to be in-group (denoted by Trip in (y i , y j , y l ) ) if its containing nodes share a joint node h k and there are no other hidden nodes in path(y i , h k ), path(y j , h k ) or path(y l , h k ). Otherwise, this triplet is out-group denoted by Trip out (y i , y j , y l ). We define a group as sufficient children group if it contains at least three in-group nodes.
Designing an in-group alignment correction with sufficient children is relatively simple: we achieve this by including a local reference node for all the in-group triplets. Thus, all the triplets are aligned with the reference node. The alignment correction is more challenging if lacking sufficient children. We propose out-group alignment to solve this problem. We first assign one group as a reference group, and the local reference node in that reference group becomes the global reference node. In this way, we align all recovered transition matrices in the same order of hidden states as in the reference node. Overall, we merge the local structures and align the parameters from LRG local sub-trees using Procedure 2 and 3.
Theoretical Gaurantees
Correctness of Proposed Parallel Algorithm: We now provide the main result of this paper on global consistency for our method, despite the high degree of parallelism.
Theorem 7.1. Given samples from an identifiable latent tree model, the proposed method consistently recovers the structure with O(log p) sample complexity and parameters with O(poly p) sample complexity.
The proof sketch is in Appendix C. Computational Complexity: We recall some notations here: d is the observable node dimension, k is the hidden node dimension (k ≪ d), N is the number of samples, p is the number of observable nodes, and z is the number of non-zero elements in each sample.
Let Γ denote the maximum size of the groups, over which we operate the local recursive grouping procedure. Thus, Γ affects the degree of parallelism for our method. Recall that it is given by the neighborhoods on MST, i.e., Γ := max i |nbd[i; MST]|. Below, we provide a bound on Γ.
Lemma 7.2. The maximum size of neighborhoods on MST, denoted as Γ, satisfies Thus, we see that for many natural cases, where the degree and the depth in the latent tree are bounded (e.g. the hidden Markov model), and the parameters are mostly homogeneous (i.e., u d /l d is small), the group sizes are bounded, leading to a high degree of parallelism.
We summarize the computational complexity in Table 1 . Details can be found in Appendix F.
Algorithm Steps Time per worker Degree of parallelism Distance Est. Healthcare data analysis The goal of our analysis is to discover a disease hierarchy based on their co-occurring relationships in the patient records. In general, longitudinal patient records store the diagnosed diseases on patients over time, where the diseases are encoded with International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code.
Data description We used two large patient datasets of different sizes with respect to the number of samples, variables and dimensionality.
(1) MIMIC2: The MIMIC2 dataset record disease history of 29,862 patients where a overall of 314,647 diagnostic events over time representing 5675 diseases are logged. We consider patients as samples and groups of diseases as variables. We analyze and compare the results by varying the group size (therefore varying d and p).
(2) CMS: The CMS dataset includes 1.6 million patients, for whom 15.8 million medical encounter events are logged. Across all events, 11,434 distinct diseases (represented by ICD codes) are logged. We consider patients as samples and groups of diseases as variables. We consider specific diseases within each group as dimensions. We analyze and compare the results by varying the group size (therefore varying d and p). While the MIMIC2 dataset and CMS dataset both contain logged diagnostic events, the larger volume of data in CMS provides an opportunity for testing the algorithm's scalability. We qualitatively evaluate biological implications on MIMIC2 and quantitatively evaluate algorithm performance and scalability on CMS.
To learn the disease hierarchy from data, we also leverage some existing domain knowledge about diseases. In particular, we use an existing mapping between ICD codes and higher-level Phenome-wide Association Study (Phe-WAS) codes [DRB + 10]. We use (about 200) PheWAS codes as observed nodes and the observed node dimension is set to be binary (d = 2) or the maximum number of ICD codes within a pheWAS code (d = 31). The goal is to learn the latent nodes and the disease hierarchy and associated parameters from data.
Experimental results -Validation
We conduct both quantitative and qualitative validation of the resulting disease hierarchy. Quantitative Analysis We first compare our resulting hierarchy with a ground truth tree based on medical knowledge 2 . The standard Robinson Foulds (RF) metric [RF81](between our estimated latent tree and the ground truth tree) is computed to evaluate the structure recovery in Table 2 . The smaller the metric is, the better the recovered tree is. We also compare our results with a baseline: the agglomerative clustering. The proposed method are slightly better than the baseline and the advantage is increased with more nodes. However, the proposed method provides an efficient probabilistic graphical model that can support general inference which is beyond the baseline. Table 2 : Robinson Foulds (RF) metric compared with the "ground-truth" tree for both MIMIC2 and CMS dataset.
Our proposed results are better as we increase the number of nodes.
Qualitative analysis
The qualitative analysis is done by a senior MD-PhD student in our team. (a) Case d=2: Here we report the results from the 2-dimensional case (i.e., observed variable is binary). In figure 3, we show a portion of the learned tree using the MIMIC2 healthcare data. The yellow nodes are latent nodes from the learned subtrees while the blue nodes represent observed nodes(diagnosis codes) in the original dataset. Diagnoses that are similar were generally grouped together. For example, many neoplastic diseases were grouped under the same latent node (node 1135). While some dissimilar diseases were grouped together, there usually exists a known or plausible association of the diseases in the clinical setting. For example, in figure 3, clotting-related diseases and altered mental status were grouped under the same latent node as several neoplasms. This may reflect the fact that altered mental status and clotting conditions such as thrombophlebitis can occur as complications of neoplastic diseases [FMVB03] . The association of malignant neoplasms of prostate and colon polyps, two common cancers in males, is captured under latent node 1136
We also learn a tree from the MIMIC2 dataset, in which we grouped diseases into 163 pheWAS codes and up to 31 dimensions per variable. Figure 4 shows a portion of the learned tree of four subtrees which all reflect similar diseases relating to trauma. A majority of the learned subtrees reflected clinically meaningful concepts, in that related and commonly co-occurring diseases tended to group together in the same subtrees or in nearby subtrees. We also learn the disease tree from the larger CMS dataset, in which we group diseases into 168 variables and up to 31 dimensions per variable. Similar to the case from the MIMIC2 dataset, a majority of learned subtrees reflected clinically meaningful concepts. For both the MIMIC2 and CMS datasets, we performed a qualitative comparison of the resulting trees while varying the hidden dimension k for the algorithm. The resulting trees for different values of k did not exhibit significant differences. This implies that our algorithm is robust with different choices of hidden dimensions. The estimated model parameters are also robust for different values of k based on the results. Scalability Our algorithm is scalable w.r.t. varying characteristics of the input data. First, it can handle a large number of patients efficiently, as shown in Figure 2(a) . It has also a linear scaling behavior as we vary the number observed nodes, as shown in Figure 2(b) . Furthermore, even in cases where the number of observed variables is large, our method maintains an almost linear scale-up as we vary the computational power available, as shown in Figure 2(c) . As such, by providing the respective resources, our algorithm is practical under any variation of the input data characteristics.
Conclusion
We present an integrated approach to structure and parameter estimation in latent tree models. Our method overcomes challenges such as uncertainty of location and number of hidden variables, problem of local optima with no consistency guarantees, difficulty in scalability with respect to number of variables. The proposed algorithm is ideal for parallel computing and highly scalable. We successfully applied the algorithm to a real application for disease hierarchy discovery using large patient data for 1.6m patients. Proof.
Consider three nodes a, b, c such that there are edges between a and b, and b and c. Let the A = E(x a |x b ) and
We conclude that the multivariate information distance is additive. Note that E x a x
We note that when the second moments are not full rank, the above distance can be extended as follows:
.
B Local Recursive Grouping
The Local Recursive Grouping (LRG) algorithm is a local divide and conquer procedure for learning the structure and parameter of the latent tree (Algorithm 1). We perform recursive grouping simultaneously on the sub-trees of the MST. Each of the sub-tree consists of an internal node and its neighborhood nodes. We keep track of the internal nodes of the MST, and their neighbors. The resultant latent sub-trees after LRG can be merged easily to recover the final latent tree. Consider a pair of neighboring sub-trees in the MST. They have two common nodes (the internal nodes) which are neighbors on MST. Firstly we identify the path from one internal node to the other in the trees to be merged, then compute the multivariate information distances between the internal nodes and the introduced hidden nodes. We recover the path between the two internal nodes in the merged tree by inserting the hidden nodes closely to their surrogate node. Secondly, we merge all the leaves which are not in this path by attaching them to their parent. Hence, the recursive grouping can be done in parallel and we can recover the latent tree structure via this merging method. This is due to the additive property of the multivariate information distance on the tree and the definition of a surrogate node. This observation is crucial for a completely local and parallel structure and parameter estimation. It is also easy to see that all internal nodes in the MST are surrogate nodes.
After the parallel construction of the MST, we look at all the internal nodes X int . For v i ∈ X int , we denote the neighborhood of v i on MST as nbdsub(v i ; MST) which is a small sub-tree. Note that the number of such sub-trees is equal to the number of internal nodes in MST.
For any pair of sub-trees, nbd sub (v i ; MST) and nbd sub (v j ; MST), there are two topological relationships, namely overlapping (i.e., when the sub-trees share at least one node in common) and non-overlapping (i.e., when the sub-trees do not share any nodes).
Since we define a neighborhood centered at v i as only its immediate neighbors and itself on MST, the overlapping neighborhood pair nbd sub (v i ; MST) and nbd sub (v j ; MST) can only have conflicting paths, namely path(v i , v j ; N i ) and path(v i , v j ; N j ), if v i and v j are neighbors in MST.
With this in mind, we locally estimate all the latent sub-trees, denoted as N i , by applying Recursive Grouping [CTAW11] in a parallel manner on nbdsub(v i ; MST), ∀v i ∈ X int . Note that the latent nodes automatically introduced by RG(v i ) have v i as their surrogate. We update the tree structure by joining each level in a bottom-up manner. The testing of the relationship among nodes [CTAW11] uses the additive multivariate information distance
to decide whether the nodes v i and v j are parent-child or siblings. If they are siblings, they should be joined by a hidden parent. If they are parent and child, the child node is placed as a lower level node and we add the other node as the single parent node, which is then joined in the next level.
Finally, for each internal edge of MST connecting two internal nodes v i and v j , we consider merging the latent sub-trees. In the example of two local estimated latent sub-trees in Figure 1 , we illustrate the complete local merging algorithm that we propose.
C Proof Sketch for Theorem 7.1
We argue for the correctness of the method under exact moments. The sample complexity follows from the previous works. In order to clarify the proof ideas, we define the notion of surrogate node [CTAW11] as follows.
Definition C.1. Surrogate node for hidden node h i on the latent tree T = (V, E) is defined as Sg(h
In other words, the surrogate for a hidden node is an observable node which has the minimum multivariate information distance from the hidden node. See Figure 1(a) , the surrogate node of h 1 , Sg(h 1 ; T ), is v 3 , Sg(h 2 ; T ) = Sg(h 3 ; T ) = v 5 . Note that the notion of the surrogate node is only required for analysis, and our algorithm does not need to know this information.
The notion of surrogacy allows us to relate the constructed MST (over observed nodes) with the underlying latent tree. It can be easily shown that contracting the hidden nodes to their surrogates on latent tree leads to MST. Local recursive grouping procedure can be viewed as reversing these contractions, and hence, we obtain consistent local sub-trees.
We now argue the correctness of the structure union procedure, which merges the local sub-trees. In each reconstructed sub-tree N i , where v i is the group leader, the discovered hidden nodes {h i } form a surrogate relationship with v i , i.e. Sg(h i ; T ) = v i . Our merging approach maintains these surrogate relationships. For example in Figure 1(d1,d2) , we have the path v 3 − h 1 − v 5 in N 3 and path v 3 − h 3 − h 2 − v 5 in N 5 . The resulting path is Figure 1(e) . We now argue why this is correct. As discussed before, Sg(h 1 ; T ) = v 3 and Sg(h 2 ; T ) = Sg(h 3 ; T ) = v 5 . When we merge the two subtrees, we want to preserve the paths from the group leaders to the added hidden nodes, and this ensures that the surrogate relationships are preserved in the resulting merged tree. Thus, we obtain a global consistent tree structure by merging the local structures. The correctness of parameter learning comes from the consistency of the tensor decomposition techniques and careful alignments of the hidden labels across different decompositions. Refer to Appendix D, G for proof details and the sample complexity. 
D Proof of Correctness for LRG
Property D.4 (MST − surrogate consistency along path). If v j ∈ X and v h ∈ Sg −1 (v j ), then every node along the path connecting v j and v h belongs to the inverse surrogate set Sg −1 (v j ), i.e.,
The MST properties observed connect the MST over observable nodes with the original latent tree T . We obtain MST by contracting all the latent nodes to its surrogate node.
Given that the correctness of CLRG algorithm is proved in [CTAW11] , we prove the equivalence between the CLRG and PLRG. We now prove the correctness of LRG. Let us denote the latent tree resulting from merging a subset of small latent trees as T LRG (S), where S is the set of center of subtrees that are merged pair-wisely. CLRG algorithm in [CTAW11] implements the RG in a serial manner. Let us denote the latent tree learned at iteration i from CLRG is T CLRG (S), where S is the set of internal nodes visited by CLRG at current iteration . We prove the correctness of LRG by induction on the iterations.
At the initial step S = ∅: T CLRG = M ST and T LRG = M ST , thus T CLRG = T LRG . Now we assume that for the same set S i−1 , T CLRG = T LRG is true for r = 1, . . . , i − 1. At iteration r = i where CLRG employs RG on the immediate neighborhood of node v i on T CLRG (S i−1 ), let us assume that H i is the set of hidden nodes who are immediate neighbors of i − 1. The CLRG algorithm thus considers all the neighbors and implements the RG. We know that the surrogate nodes of every latent node in H i belong to previously visited nodes S i−1 . According to Property D.3 and D.4, if we contract all the hidden node neighbors to their surrogate nodes, CLRG thus is a RG on neighborhood of i on MST.
As for our LRG algorithm at this step, T LRG (S i ) is the merging between T LRG (S i−1 )and N i . The latent nodes whose surrogate node is j are introduced between the edge (i − 1, i). Now that we know N i is the RG output from immediate neighborhood of i on MST. Therefore, we proved that T CLRG (S i ) = T LRG (S i ).
E Cross Group Alignment Correction
In order to achieve cross group alignments, tensor decompositions on two cross group triplets have to be computed. The first triplet is formed by three nodes: reference node in group 1, x 1 , non-reference node in group 1, x 2 , and reference node in group 2, x 3 . The second triplet is formed by three nodes as well: reference node in group 2, x 3 , non-reference node in group 2, x 4 and reference node in group 1, x 1 . Let us use h 1 to denote the parent node in group 1, and h 2 the parent node in group 2.
From Trip(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), we obtain P (h 1 |x 1 ) =Ã, P (x 2 |h 1 ) = B and P (x 3 |h 1 ) = P (x 3 |h 2 )P (h 2 |h 1 ) = DE. From Trip(x 3 , x 4 , x 1 ), we know P (x 3 |h 2 ) = DΠ, P (x 4 |h 2 ) = CΠ and P (h 2 |x 1 ) = P (h 2 |h 1 )P (h 1 |x 1 ) = ΠEÃ, where Π is a permutation matrix. We compute Π as Π = (ΠEÃ)(Ã) † (DE) † (DΠ) so that D = (DΠ)Π † is aligned with group 1. Thus, when all the parameters in the two groups are aligned by permute group 2 parameters using Π, thus the alignment is completed. Similarly, the alignment correction can be done by calculating the permutation matrices while merging different threads.
Overall, we merge the local structures and align the parameters from LRG locla sub-trees using Procedure 2 and 3.
F Computational Complexity
We recall some notations here: d is the observable node dimension, k is the hidden node dimension (k ≪ d), N is the number of samples, p is the number of observable nodes, and z is the number of non-zero elements in each sample. Multivariate information distance estimation involves sparse matrix multiplications to compute the pairwise second moments. Each observable node has a d × N sample matrix with z non-zeros per column. Computing the product x 1 x T 2 from a single sample for nodes 1 and 2 requires O(z) time and there are N such sample pair products leading to O(N z) time. There are O(p 2 ) node pairs and hence the degree of parallelism is O(p 2 ). Next, we perform the k-rank SVD of each of these matrices. Each SVD takes O(d 2 k) time using classical methods. Using randomized methods [GM13a] , this can be improved to O(d + k 3 ). Next on, we construct the MST in O(log p) time per worker with p 2 workers. The structure learning can be done in O(Γ 3 ) per sub-tree and the local neighborhood of each node can be processed completely in parallel. We assume that the group sizes Γ are constant (the sizes are determined by the degree of nodes in the latent tree and homogeneity of parameters across different edges of the tree. The parameter estimation of each triplet of nodes consists of implicit stochastic updates involving products of k × k and d × k matrices. Note that we do not need to consider all possible triplets in groups but each node must be take care by a triplet and hence there are O(p) triplets. This leads to a factor of O(Γk 3 + Γdk 2 ) time per worker with p/Γ degree of parallelism. At last, the merging step consists of products of k × k and d × k matrices for each edge in the latent tree leading to O(dk 2 ) time per worker with p/Γ degree of parallelism.
G Sample Complexity
From [ACH + 11], we recall the number of samples required for the recovery of the tree structure that is consistent with the ground truth (for a precise definition of consistency, refer to Definition 2 of [CTAW11] ).
